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Delivery Hero is present in over 70 countries across four continents. 
We operate a wide range of local brands that are united behind our shared 
mission to always deliver an amazing experience - fast, easy, and to your door.



Pandora

Pandora, the internal name for one of the Delivery Hero platforms, powers Foodpanda, Foodora, and a few other brands. 
Data Scientists from Pandora work on different problems (e.g. recommendation, ranking).
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Context

Initially data scientists used to create features for ML models inside 
model repositories.

 ❌Features not easily reused across projects

 ❌Similar features created over and over again in different 
repositories

 ❌No standardization for feature building and data governance 
processes

That approach became inefficient as the number of teams and 
projects scaled up



Context

The Feature Store acts as a central component that 
enables data scientists and engineers to create and 
serve features

 ✅Increased feature re-use across projects

 ✅Standardized feature building and data governance 
processes

 ✅Reduced effort for creating new ML models

 ✅Improved feature consistency and quality



Workflow

Data Scientists contribute 
to a feature repository 

which is a git repo shared 
with all teams.

Feature Repo
Data Scientists can run 

and test new 
transformations using 

their development 
environments. 

Dev Tooling
Data Scientists open pull 
requests to the feature 
repository and request 

reviews from their peers 
to guarantee code quality 

and consistency.

Code Review
When PRs are merged, the 
CI pipelines update remote 

configuration files and 
Airflow DAGs. Data 

Scientists don’t need to 
interact with Airflow.

Production

Data scientists are primary users of the feature store and they have autonomy to create features, test them and push 
their changes to production. Empowered and productive data scientists!



High-Level Architecture
Feature Store consists of different components to generate, serve and monitor features



Feature Transformations - Python

● Data scientists can write feature transformations using Python language

● Python is ideal for more complex transformations that can’t be managed in SQL

● More complex data structures such as embeddings can also be managed by using 
this kind of transformation

● Relies on Kubernetes for running Python transformations



Feature Transformations - Python

The folder structure for 
Python features 

is quite similar. They’re 
also grouped into 

entities (e.g. vendors, 
customers, products). 

For Python transformations, data scientists just need to write a 
python module with a function called run that receives context as 
argument and returns the transformed dataframe.

example for illustration purposes only



Feature Transformations - SQL

dbt is heavily used in many teams at Delivery Hero and it offers several 
benefits for our needs.

● Its SQL-based approach aligns with our existing data 
infrastructure and allows our data scientists to leverage their 
SQL skills to create feature transformations

● Its seamless integration with BigQuery ensures scalability, 
enabling us to handle large datasets effectively.

● Its proven track record provides us with confidence and its 
reliability and effectiveness.

● Its compatibility with various platforms gives us the flexibility to 
work with diverse data sources and adapt to future changes

This component enables data scientists to 
write feature transformations using SQL

Heavily based on the open-source dbt 
which is a battled-tested software package 
from modern data stack

Relies on the BigQuery processing power to 
bring scalability to the feature generation

https://www.getdbt.com/


Feature Transformations - Example

Features are grouped 
by entities (e.g. 

vendors, products, 
customers)

Data scientists that 
contribute to the same 

business context can 
reuse or get insights 

from existing code 
written by other data 

scientists

🔔 Each feature group 
is an independently 

managed dbt project. 
We can also create new 

projects using a 
different logical 

grouping (e.g. by 
project, team, domain)

example for illustration purposes only



Feature Transformations - Example
DBT offers pre-built functionalities for executing SQL scripts, testing and documenting the code, 
and managing dependency graphs

Base/Intermediate transformations that handle raw data can be reused 
to feed different feature transformations.
This pipeline decomposition reduces total computational cost.

Feature transformations at 
the end of the dependency 
graph usually generate 
features that are actually 
used by ML models



Common Data Issues

⚠ Data producers may introduce breaking changes to data sources over time causing some issues 
on ML model pipelines. E.g. deprecation of certain tables, dropped columns, out-of-domain values.

⚠ Data distribution shifts. E.g. changes in business processes, unpredictable external events. 
Unforeseen events, such as sudden spikes or drops in data volume, can disrupt data distributions and 
subsequently affect the feature distribution.

⚠ Feature transformation bugs. E.g: feature codes may have issues, and debugging those issues 
can be non-trivial. These bugs can lead to incorrect calculations, improper data manipulation or 
skewed representations of underlying patterns.



Feature Monitoring - Quality Checks
Data quality checks component is built on top of Great Expectations open-source package and allows data scientists to 
configure expectations for their data and validate the feature data produced by the Feature Store

Users just need to create 
a monitoring module and 
write expectations for 
their data using the GE

 
Users have access to 

validation reports 
generated by data 

quality checks

https://greatexpectations.io/


Feature Monitoring - Drift Detection
Data drift detection component is built on top of EvidentlyAI package and allows data scientists to detect sudden 
changes in feature data distribution

Users just need to create a 
monitoring module with drift 
config (algorithms, parameters)

Data drift reports show 
drift results for each 

feature configured by user 

https://www.evidentlyai.com/


Feature Monitoring - Detected Issues

✅ Unexpected duplication of keys in data source tables. Unforeseen duplications were detected, 
likely due to systematic inconsistencies in data collection or aggregation processes.

✅ Missing data due to ELT script changes. Essential data was found to be missing as a 
consequence of changes introduced by data producers.

✅ Country-specific event-triggered distribution shifts. Significant shifts in feature data 
distribution were observed in specific countries owing to unpredictable events, causing a change in 
the original characteristics of the data.

✅ Incorrect feature data. Erroneous feature values may surface due to bugs in the feature 
transformation codes.

✅ Out-of-domain values in feature data. Lack of robust validation in data production permitted the 
introduction of out-of-domain values, resulting in a high-level of noise in data.



Feature Pipelines - Orchestration
Feature Pipelines are orchestrated by the Airflow. Dynamically generated DAGS without user intervention.
Users can also backfill tables for a specified historical period using a configuration file.



Feature Pipelines - Notifications
Users receive Slack notifications whenever a feature 
transformation is failed or a data quality issue is found

All reports are tracked into Metadata Tracking server
Data Quality and Drift reports can be verified by users



Feature Registry
Once the feature data is produced into BigQuery, data scientists can use Feast to register features into registry

Feature views can be reused across different feature services. 
They can also be versioned (e.g. _v2, _v3).

💡Feast also supports other types of 
data sources (e.g. streaming)



Online Feature Store

A subset of feature 
views are materialized 
in each Redis instance 

according to user 
configuration

Redis instances deployed in different 
regions to reduce network latency.

Services deployed in different 
regions according to countries 
to reduce network latency

💡Feast also supports 
other online stores (e.g. 
BigTable, DynamoDB, 
PostgreSQL, Rockset, 
Hazelcast)

Online stores serve features at low latency and Redis is a super fast in-memory data store.



Takeaways

● A centralized feature store promotes increased feature reusability across projects.

● By providing a shared feature repository, data scientists can leverage existing features, eliminating redundant 
creation of features and duplication of efforts. 

● The feature store has also established standardized feature generation and quality processes.

● With a unified framework, data scientists can follow consistent practices for creating and validating features, 
resulting in more robust and reliable machine learning pipelines.

● All feature pipelines are automated and this also reduces the engineering efforts for data scientists and data 
engineers working on application teams.



Some Articles 

● Leveraging the Feature Store for Fast-Tracking ML Model Development

● Personalization Journey @ Delivery Hero

● Personalization @ Delivery Hero: Understanding Customers

● Personalisation @ Delivery Hero: Ranking restaurants for new users

● Don't Worry, We Got You: Personalized Model

● Delivery Hero’s Double Feature at ACM RecSys 2023

https://tech.deliveryhero.com/
Our tech blog  

https://tech.deliveryhero.com/leveraging-the-feature-store-for-fast-tracking-ml-model-development/
https://tech.deliveryhero.com/personalisation-journey-delivery-hero/
https://tech.deliveryhero.com/personalisation-at-delivery-hero-understanding-customers/
https://tech.deliveryhero.com/personalisation-delivery-hero-ranking-restaurants-for-new-users/
https://tech.deliveryhero.com/dont-worry-we-got-you-personalised-model-2/
https://tech.deliveryhero.com/delivery-heros-double-feature-at-acm-recsys-2023/
https://tech.deliveryhero.com/


Thank you!
Do you have any questions?

www.deliveryhero.com
breno.costa@deliveryhero.com

https://www.deliveryhero.com/
http://www.delivery
https://www.instagram.com/deliveryhero/
https://www.facebook.com/deliveryhero
https://twitter.com/deliveryherocom
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCt4ez606IDQRFN-hFuy9GIQ
https://www.linkedin.com/company/delivery-hero-se/mycompany/
https://www.xing.com/pages/deliveryherose

